NOTIFICATION
(Promotion)

No. 0596-C-II/2019 The following BS-17 officers of Pakistan Customs Service are promoted to BS-18 in their Group on regular basis with immediate effect:-.

1. Syed Itrat Hussain
2. Maryam Khalid
3. Saima Zaib Butt
4. Dr. Jam Muhammad Imran
5. Muhammad Wasif Malik
6. Amanat Khan
7. Muhammad Adnan Khan
8. Abdul Majeed
9. Mukhtar Ali Sheikh
10. Muhammad Faizan Badar
11. Sadia Usman
12. Choudhary Fahad Bashir
13. Muhammad Zohaib
14. Saiqa Abbas
15. Muhammad Ikram
16. Tariq Mashkoor
17. Shafiq Ahmed Mughal

2. The officer appearing at Serial No. 2 will actualize her promotion from the date she returns from deputation and join FBR.

3. The officers, who are drawing performance allowance, will continue to draw the same after promotion.

4. The officers may actualize their promotions at their present place of posting.

5. FBR congratulates the aforementioned officers on their promotion.

Zakir Muhammad
0596-C-II/2019
Secretary (Mgt Customs-II)
The Manager,
Printing Corporation of Pakistan Press,
Karachi.

1(17)/81-M-II(Cus-II)

Copy to:-

1. SA to Secretary, Revenue Division/Chairman, FBR
2. All Members, FBR, Islamabad
3. All D.Gs/Chief Collectors/Chief Commissioners
4. Secretary (PR)/(Admn & Coord) / Expenditure, FBR, Islamabad
5. Second Secretary (SSM)/(ERM)/(Automation)/(Estate), FBR, Islamabad
6. The AGPR Office, Islamabad
7. The AGPR Sub Office, Karachi/Lahore/Peshawar/Quetta
8. Officer Concerned
9. DDO, FBR, Islamabad
10. Personal File / Notification folder

*Zakir Muhammad*
0596-C-II/2019
Secretary (Mgt Customs-II)